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I just celebrated my 30th year with CWS and I have been 
so fortunate to have worked in one place with such great 
people for all of these years. It has also been an incredible 
laboratory for studying human behavior, psychology, 
economics, sociology, demographics, and politics, just to 
name some of the most important disciplines that have 
helped me become a better investor. I must say, however, 
that the most important lesson learned for me has been to 
buy well-located real estate with good long-term demand 
fundamentals while possessing the financial and emotional 
staying power to manage through downturns. Staying power 
is not very important if the assets you are trying to support 
do not recover their value. It is enormously important if 
they do. Thus, it is imperative that one purchase or invest in 
properties that have long-term durability.

So what makes me think that well-located properties with 
solid long-term demand fundamentals will recover to reach 
new highs in value after each downturn? Real estate is an 
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asset class that has traditionally done well during economic expansions and their prices tend 
to go higher as the increasing pool of global savings from pension funds, insurance companies, 
REITs, wealthy families, individuals, and firms like CWS allocate these funds to real estate 
possessing these characteristics. 

The following chart from Green Street Advisors shows how its U.S. Commercial Property Price 
Index has more than fully recovered since the sharp downturn in values that occurred during 
the Great Recession. Those that could not or would not hold onto their properties would 
have obviously missed out on the recovery in asset values and the income produced during 
the recovery phase. One can see that the long-term trend has been higher, which is necessary 
to continue to believe that will be the case, if one wants to invest in real estate. While the index 
appears to be leveling off, we still think that the demand fundamentals of apartments are 
strong enough, combined with a more difficult construction lending environment, to warrant 
continued capital deployment in the industry. This is particularly the case with borrowing 
rates being less than the capitalization rates we are purchasing properties at. This enables 
these investments to generate competitive dividend yields and appreciation potential while 
also benefiting from the favorable tax treatment of owning real estate.

Continued from Page 1
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One of the reasons I believe that quality real estate should hold its own over the long-term 
is due to the continued income stratification occurring in our society and around the world. 
Quite frankly, wealthy people tend to prefer owning high-quality real estate because it is a 
great place to store wealth due to the payment of dividends, the tangibility of the investment, 
the scarcity value, inflation hedge, favorable tax treatment and benefits, and long-term 
performance.
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The following chart shows how the share of income is increasingly going to a very small subset 
of the United States population. While the growth is not a straight line up, the trend is clearly 
towards greater concentration of income, as well as wealth within the top 1%.

This trend speaks to the importance of owning high-quality assets that will be in long-term 
demand and having the staying power to manage through downturns since they should 
recover all of their value given the high elasticity of income and wealth among the global elite 
who will want to store their wealth in these types of assets. My premise is that there will be 
more global multi-millionaires and billionaires created as China continues to become wealthier, 
India remains on the path of reform, and the United States remains a very “financialized” type 
of economy which can create tremendous wealth for owners of capital and entrepreneurs. I 
also think the United States will be a highly desirable place to invest for the world’s wealthiest 
individuals, families, and institutions.

It’s important to be cognizant of the premises one is basing his or her investments on, therefore 
I will have to be on guard for changes in the political and economic environment that may 
counter these trends. Populism, a more redistribution oriented set of policies, and social 
unrest are trends to be paying attention to. Even if these do materialize more than they have 
there is a strong argument that these could buttress the demand for high-quality real estate 
even more because these types of investments are better places to store one’s wealth than 
the stock market.
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The following graph, while not depicting apartments, is one that I think is very representative 
of the importance of staying power. It shows annual expenditures on pleasure boats, aircrafts, 
and other recreational vehicles. Clearly these are discretionary expenditures as most people 
don’t need these to live their daily lives. They are highly correlated to the economy and 
financial market returns since people will spend money on these items when they are earning 
higher incomes and will cut back on these expenditures during recessions and bear markets. 
I think it is an accurate depiction of what typically happens to real estate values in growing 
areas during various economic cycles. 

Despite the sharp contractions, especially during the Great Recession, spending does recover 
and comes to exceed previous highs. This is not the case for all types of assets. For example, 
we sold our manufactured housing portfolio between 1998 and 2000 and some of these 
properties are worth less than what we sold them for or have barely appreciated during this 
long period of time. This is because the industry’s buying power collapsed due to the poor 
lending standards that were present and led to large losses for lenders who never returned 
to provide capital to the industry. 

The Marquis at Town Centre in Colorado is a good example of the importance of staying 
power. We have owned this property since 2000 and our timing was rather poor when 
we bought it. If we were being brutally honest then we would say our timing couldn’t have 
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been worse. We basically bought the property at the top of the market. Within a year we 
were in the midst of a terrible downturn in the technology sector which impacted Denver 
very negatively. And soon after September 11th happened. The results were not pretty as it 
experienced one of the most severe revenue contractions in the history of CWS’ apartment 
ownership when between July 2001 and November 2003, as measured by the change in our 
rolling 12 months of net rental income, the cumulative drop was approximately 26%. Given 
we bought the property with debt of approximately 75% of the purchase price, we could not 
weather this storm without the need for additional capital. 

This is where my disdain for fixed-rate loans with onerous pre-payment penalties came to 
burn through every cell in my body, into my psyche, and my soul. Our interest rate was 8% 
and the loan didn’t come due until 2010. With so much time left until maturity and such a high 
interest rate in a declining interest rate environment we couldn’t refinance without a huge 
penalty. We had no choice but to manage through by convincing our investors to infuse new 
capital into the investment to support it until the market improved and our debt came due 
and we could replace it with lower cost debt. The following graph shows that we ended up 
making the right decision in supporting the investment.

As the graph shows, our decision to seek new capital turned out to be the right one as 
we were able to refinance the property in 2010 with a 5% loan, repay the capital that was 
infused, and set the property up to capitalize on the powerful recovery that has taken place 
since then. Today the property is worth far more than we paid for it.

I have found it important to study our performance during the downturns that took place in 
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2001-3 and 2008-9 to see how the type of apartments we invested in performed when times 
got tough. The results are interesting. The 2001-3 downturn was much worse for us than the 
Great Recession. During the downturn of 2001-3, 15 properties had double digit cumulative 
drops in their net rental income. On a same store portfolio basis the cumulative revenue drop 
was approximately 9.5% over the 22 month downturn. That was a very painful time for us. 
Like Town Centre, a number of these investments required additional capital to get through 
the tough times and, also like Town Centre, they all recovered nicely to repay the capital and 
earn favorable returns for our investors. The value of staying power was proven many times 
over during that recession.

Despite much greater economic carnage, the downturn during the Great Recession was much 
more benign for our apartments. Our worst performing property had a cumulative 10% 
drop in net rental income while the portfolio only dropped about 3% over 19 months. Our 
challenge was more related to having loans maturing in a very difficult lending market. This 
necessitated having to extend or modify some of our loans as lending criteria had tightened 
up significantly, making it much more difficult to refinance maturing loans. I considered this 
more of a balance sheet recession than a cash flow recession. Our property performance 
held up reasonably well and relatively few of our properties required capital infusions to 
sustain themselves. The challenge was when the loans came due. Fortunately, we worked all of 
them out and they too have more than recovered and generally produced competitive rates 
of return for our investors despite the roller coaster ride that all investors were on during the 
2008-9 near global meltdown.

These results lead to the natural question of, “What does this mean for Houston?” While 
I would expect it to fall somewhere in between the two downturns, we are weathering 
the storm in much stronger financial shape than the previous two downturns and I can’t 
overemphasize how important this is. Right now the revenue downturn on a rolling 12 months 
basis is one year in duration and shows a cumulative drop of approximately 3%. All 16 same 
store properties are down and I would expect this downturn to last at least another year 
bringing the duration to 24 months, which would make it longer than the 2001-3 contraction. 
I don’t expect the trough to be as severe and should bottom with a cumulative 6% to 8% 
reduction in net rental income. While it’s not something we’re happy about, all in all it is not 
catastrophic and pretty manageable. Fortunately, supply is dropping quite significantly in the 
suburbs and should peak in the next six months or so in the Inner Loop, which is the more 
urbanized part of Houston.

The lessons of the past have helped inform our decision making for the future. We were 
hampered in the early 2000s with high cost, heavy pre-payment, fixed-rate loans, negative 

Continued on Page 7
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Year-end is fast approaching.  If you are considering an ownership transfer or gifting one or 
more of your CWS interests in 2017, then please contact our office by September 1, 2017.  
In order to maintain our commitment to have K-1’s distributed to you in a timely manner, 
any requests received after the September 1, 2017 deadline may not be reflected on your 
Year 2017 K-1’s.  We begin processing year-end tax reporting at this time and any changes 
requested after this date for 2017 may incur a processing fee. Thank you for submitting your 
request by this date.

Please contact Barb Williams at (949) 640-4200 or by email at bawilliams@cwscapital.com if 
you have a request for a transfer, gift, or any other questions.  

September 1st Due Date for Changes to 
Your CWS Account in 2017

cash flow, and the need for additional capital. The 2008-9 downturn still had some fixed rate 
loan challenges but better cash flow. The issue we faced then was maturing loans that needed 
to be refinanced or extended into a very inhospitable financing market.

Today, we are in much better shape. In general our working capital position at the properties 
is healthy, we only have a couple of Houston loans maturing in the next couple of years, one 
of which we don’t expect any issues refinancing and the other may need a capital infusion 
but manageable relative to the overall capitalization of the investment. Our loans have very 
low interest rates because most of them are variable rates with current interest rates less than 
3.25%, they can be prepaid with minimal cost, and the properties are generally all producing 
healthy cash flows.

I have come to learn that winning the game comes from being able to continue to play the 
game for a long period of time. In some areas of life one has to “pay to play.” In real estate one 
has to “stay to play.” This has been such a valuable lesson for CWS and me over not only the 
30 years I have been here, but in our nearly 50 year history. It is why we are still on the field 
playing and at a very high level. It has been an honor and a privilege to have been part of 
such a special family these past three decades.
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INVESTOR RELATIONS RECAP
For more information on CWS investment opportunities, contact

Marcus Lam at (800) 466-0020 ext. 1011 or mlam@cwscapital.com

SALES and/or ACQUISITIONS

Windsor at Barton Creek (Austin, TX) – On April 3, 2017, we sold Windsor at Barton Creek located in Austin, 
Texas. Investors can log into their CWS Investor Portal at www.cwscapital.com to view information regarding the sale. 
Once logged in and on the dashboard, click on the dropdown named “My Documents” and then choose “Recaps, 
Indications, & Ballots” and proceed to search for the year and property transaction.

Marq Eight (Atlanta, GA) – On April 28, 2017, we acquired a 312-unit luxury apartment community known as Marq 
Eight located in the Perimeter Center area of Atlanta, Georgia. This mid-rise property was built in 2010 with the unit 
interiors featuring nine-foot up to 18-foot ceiling heights, granite countertops with breakfast bar, light and dark wood 
cabinetry, tile backsplashes, and single-door stainless steel appliances. The community amenities include a spacious 
clubhouse with kitchen and bar, computer lounge, billiards table, and fitness center. Outside the clubhouse is a resort-
style swimming pool with barbeque grills and an outdoor fireplace. 

Marquis at The Rim (San Antonio, TX) – On May 4, 2017, we acquired a 298-unit apartment community known 
as Avana at the Rim located in San Antonio, Texas. Built in 2010, the property is strategically located along two high-
volume expressways that provide access to nearby employers, healthcare, education, restaurants, and two premier 
retail centers. Community amenities include a resort-style swimming pool, outdoor fire pit with seating, lounge room 
with large televisions, a business center, a 24-hour fitness center and tanning room, and a fully-remodeled clubhouse. 
CWS plans to take advantage of this value-add opportunity by upgrading select interior units to compete with the 
newer construction in the area and to improve on rent premiums. 

M789 (Sandy Springs, GA) - On May 17, 2017, we sold M789 located in Sandy Springs, Georgia. Investors can log 
into their CWS Investor Portal at www.cwscapital.com to view information regarding the sale. Once logged in and on 
the dashboard, click on the dropdown named “My Documents” and then choose “Recaps, Indications, & Ballots” and 
proceed to search for the year and property transaction.

Marquis Grand Lakes (Houston, TX) – On June 1, 2017, we acquired a 300-unit apartment community located 
in Houston, Texas. Built in 2009, Marquis Grand Lakes is located in the award-winning master planned development 
of Cinco Ranch. Units include granite countertops, built-in computer desks, stainless-steel appliances, crown molding, 
faux-wood entries, nine-foot ceilings, balconies and patios, and tile flooring. Select units include soaking tubs and 
spacious walk-in closets. Community amenities include a clubhouse with demonstration kitchen, complementary 
coffee bar, business center with computers, 24-hour fitness center, swimming pool with tanning deck, new barbeque 
grills, pet park, and an outdoor kitchen with flat screen televisions and gas grills. Approximately 25% of the units 
have been renovated to include new vinyl wood flooring, upgraded hardware, tile backsplashes, and new lighting 
packages. Although the drop in oil prices has had an affect on the Houston market, CWS remains bullish on Houston 
from a long-term perspective. Although we do not know when oil prices will recover, we believe this property has 
good growth prospects and is a high-quality asset acquired at a compelling price.

Acquisition of five-property portfolio – On June 9, 2017, CWS acquired from Blackstone a five-asset portfolio 
located in San Antonio and Tyler, Texas. 

Marquis at Stone Oak (San Antonio, TX) – Built in 2007, this property has 335 units and is a value-add 
opportunity. The community is located in the prestigious Stone Oak neighborhood with golf club views and in 
the award-winning/top rated North East School District. 
Marquis at TPC (San Antonio, TX) – Located adjacent to the prestigious San Antonio TPC Country Club, this 
boutique-style property was built in 2008 and has 138 units built on a podium-style construction with many 
high-end finish-outs. 

Continued on Page 9
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Marquis at Crown Ridge (San Antonio, TX) – This 2009-built property is uniquely located in proximity to San 
Antonio’s premier shopping locations at The Shops at La Cantera and The RIM. With 352 units, this value-add 
opportunity is surrounded by major employers such as USAA, Valero Energy, and NuStar Energy.
Marquis at the Cascades I & II (Tyler, TX) – These two adjacent properties were built in 2007 and 2009, 
respectively, and offer townhome-style units unique to the area with very little competition. These properties 
are in proximity to the East Texas Medical Center and Trinity Mother Frances Hospital each with over 3,000 
employees. 

Marq Uptown (Austin, TX) – We are in the process of acquiring a 267-unit luxury apartment community known as 
Marq Uptown. The property is located adjacent to St. David’s Hospital, within walking distance to the University of 
Texas campus, and less than two miles from the Austin Central Business District. Built in 2016, the property recently 
reached operational stabilization. Community amenities include resort-style swimming pool with shallow water 
sundeck, outdoor kitchen with dual stainless steel grills, state-of-the-art fitness center, resident lounge with coffee bar 
and billards table, theatre room, business center, and stunning downtown views. The close of escrow is projected to 
occur in early 3Q17.

Belara Apartments (Phoenix, AZ) – We are in the process of acquiring a 307-unit Class-A apartment community 
known as Belara Apartments (to be renamed Marquis Sonoran Preserve). The property is located in the North Phoenix 
submarket which is surrounded by expanding Fortune 500 employment, affluent demographics, excellent schools, 
and hiking trails. Community amenities include a resort-style swimming pool and spa, poolside barbeque grills, 
contemporary resident clubhouse, fitness center, outdoor fireplace and lounge area, and pet park. Units include nine-
foot and elevated ceilings, crown molding, well-appointed kitchens with black appliances and breakfast bar, walk-in 
closets, private patios/balconies, and attached garages in select units. The close of escrow is projected to occur in early 
3Q17. 

Marquis West End (Dallas, TX) – We are currently in the process of selling Marquis West End. At the time of this 
writing, the sale was projected to close in early 3Q17.

The Marquis at Texas Street (Dallas, TX) – The refinance of Texas Street closed on April 28, 2017. The property 
was able to secure a variable-rate loan starting at 2.96% and has interest-only payments until its 10-year maturity. As 
a result, the property made a significant one-time distribution of excess refinance proceeds of nearly half of one’s 
original investment capital. 

Marquis at Legacy (Plano, TX) – The refinance of Legacy closed on June 1, 2017. The refinance converted its two 
maturing fixed-rate loans to a variable rate currently at 2.99% with interest-only payments until its 10-year maturity. As 
a result, there was a significant amount of excess refinance capital.

The Marquis at Pin Oak Park (Houston, TX) – On June 1, 2017, we closed on the refinance of Pin Oak Park. The 
property refinanced its maturing fixed-rate loan into a lower variable rate currently at 2.93% and includes interest-only 
payments until its 7-year maturity. In addition, the property was able to reduce its interest-rate spread by 20 basis 
points by participating in the lender’s “Green Up” program. 

The Marquis on Gaston (Dallas, TX) – The refinance of Gaston closed on June 1, 2017. With this refinance the 
property reduced its maturing fixed-rate loan into a lower variable rate currently at 2.80% and includes interest-only 
payments until its 10-year maturity. The property was able to reduce its interest-rate spread by 15 basis points by 
participating in the lender’s “Green Up” program.

 

Please contact Marcus Lam if you are interested in investing opportunities with CWS by calling 800-466-0020 ext. 
1011 or e-mailing mlam@cwscapital.com. Investors may also visit our website at www.cwscapital.com and log in to 
their account to learn more about our current offerings.

Continued from Page 8

OFFERINGS 

REFINANCES and/or SUPPLEMENTAL LOANS
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Q. I like being able to access my Personal Annual Investor Report (PAIR) 
from My Documents as well as from a screen on the CWS Investor Portal, 
but why is the Estimated Value  (FMV) on the dashboard different than the 
total amount reported on PAIR?

A. Your PAIR report reflects the value of your investments at the time 
the report was produced. It is based on the value of the properties as of 
December 31st of the previous year but can also take into account activity 
that happens in the first part of the year before the report is produced such 
as additional contributions and transfers of ownership.  The Estimated Value  
(FMV) on the dashboard reflects the most recent valuation reported on 
your last PAIR with adjustments for any subsequent transfer of ownership, 
additional contributions, or the sale or refinance of a property in which 
you are invested. For more information about your PAIR report, see “How 
to Read Your PAIR” under My Documents.

Web Portal 
Corner 2Q17

Comments or questions regarding CWSCapital.com? 
Please contact Susan Rayshell 

srayshell@cwscapital.com
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Number of Properties:         87                 Actual                  Budget                     Variance                    %
 

 Total Revenue                             $189,956,042           $189,833,010              $123,032                0.06%
 
Total Operating        
 Expenses                           $87,548,515             $89,397,502            $1,848,987     2.07%

Net Operating
Income/(Loss)                            $102,407,528            $100,435,508           $1,972,020      1.96%

CWS Apartment Portfolio
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

1/1/2017 - 6/30/2017

Revenue - when actual is greater than budget result is positive variance
Operating Exp. - when actual is greater than budget result is negative 

NOI - when actual is greater than budget result is positive

Please join CWS Capital Partners and the Big Brothers Big Sisters of 
Orange County for a day of volunteering and fun in the sun!

This year will mark the 14th anniversary of our sand castle contest.  It is an opportunity for 
the Big Brothers Big Sisters mentors to bond with the children and make memories that will 
last a lifetime.  Last year, over 75 participants used their creativity and ingenuity to build 
everything imaginable from traditional castles to sharks and mermaids.

The event will take place at Huntington State Beach on September 9th, 2017.
Volunteers wanted to help setup, judge castles, serve lunch, clean the beach, and take down 
the event.  Donations are always welcome.  For more event details please contact Lisa Collins 
at lcollins@cwscapital.com. 



PURPOSE:

ENHANCING LIVES 
THE CWS WAY

VALUES:

A DEMAND FOR EXCELLENCE WITH 
A SENSE OF URGENCY

A RESPECT FOR PEOPLE

REQUIREMENT FOR PROFITABILITY
AND SUSTAINABILITY

HONORING OUR WORD

ETHICAL DEALINGS ARE PARAMOUNT

CWS INVESTMENTS PRIVACY NOTICE

We provide this notice to our individual investors as 
required by regulations adopted under the federal Gramm-
Leach-Bliley Act in order to inform you about our policies 
with respect to the non-public personal information we 
maintain about you. We have been sensitive about the 
personal information we have received regarding our 
investors and plan to continue that tradition.

In connection with our private investment activities, we 
collect and maintain non-public personal information 
from the following sources:

 • Information we receive from you in subscription   
  agreements, investor questionnaires, applications  
  or other forms or in other communications; and
 • Information about your transactions with us, any  
  of our affiliates or others.

CWS may share nonpublic personal information to 
unaffiliated third parties only under the following 
circumstances: (i) disclosure of account and transaction 
data to other financial institutions, auditors, attorneys, 
or regulators to facilitate your investment or as required 
(or requested by law enforcement) and permitted by law 
or regulation (ii) disclosure of personal information in 
limited circumstances to perform background checks as 
required by law, (iii) disclosure of your personal contact 
information to companies that help us service your 
accounts or assist CWS in reaching out to investors for 
activities such as annual meetings, special votes, or new 
offerings.  We have contracts with these companies that 
prohibit them from using your personal information for 
their own purposes.  Outside of these limited exceptions, 
CWS will not share your personal information with 
third parties unless you have specifically requested that 
information be released to them. 

We intend to maintain non-public personal information of 
our former investors and apply the same policies to that 
information that apply to current investors. We employ 
physical, electronic and procedural safeguards to protect 
your non-public personal information in our possession 
or under our control.

We reserve the right to change our privacy policies and this 
Privacy Notice at any time. The examples contained within 
this notice are illustrations only and are not intended to be 
exclusive. This notice complies with the privacy provisions 
of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. You may have additional 
rights under other United States or non- United States 
laws that may apply to you.

Please contact Investor Relations at (949) 640-4200 or 
investorrelations@cwscapital.com if you have any
questions.

Investment opportunities offered by CWS Capital Partners LLC 
are through an affiliated entity, CWS Investments. 

CWS Investments is a registeredbroker dealer, member FINRA, SIPC.

PubliShed by
CWS CaPital PartnerS llC

14 CorPorate Plaza, Suite 210
neWPort beaCh, Ca 92660

ViCe PreSident, inVeStor relationS
Lauretta Anderson

landerso@cwscapital.com
inVeStor relationS team

Sunnie Juarez-Mills
sjuarezmills@cwscapital.com

Marcus Lam
mlam@cwscapital.com

Susan Rayshell 
srayshell@cwscapital.com

Albert Stein 
astein@cwscapital.com

Mark Ruggles 
mruggles@cwscapital.com

Katie Jimenez 
kjimenez@cwscapital.com

Barb Williams 
bawilliams@cwscapital.com

Lisa Collins
lcollins@cwscapital.com

Travis Twyford
ttwyford@cwscapital.com

Brenda Jackson
bmjackson@cwscapital.com

Kevin Cross
kcross@cwscapital.com

Chris Whiston
cwhiston@cwscapital.com

Telephone: (800) 466-0020 or (949) 640-4200
Facsimile: (949) 640-4931


